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HOW TO WRESTLE THREE TIGERS (AND LOSE) A tale of game design, happy accidents, and woe. By Scott Gearin and Patrick Kapera. The long wait is finally over and it’s time for agents everywhere to come in from the cold. Thanks to Mongoose Publishing, Spycraft rockets back into stores this summer with not one but two new print releases from your friends at Crafty Games! The game’s official relaunch has been a long time coming and it hasn’t been without its fair share of wailing and gnashing of teeth. The Crafty Games founders are well familiar with the history. That’s their blood on the pages of your rulebook…



STARVING CUBS AND TINY MORSELS



Fittingly enough, Spycraft was originally conceived at lunch. In retrospect, it makes a certain morbid sense that a game whose development would leave behind so much carnage should come about as two portly game designers devoured an afternoon meal. Patrick Kapera and Kevin Wilson were on one of their twice-annual road trips across the United States to deliver Alderac Entertainment Group’s convention goodies to Origins and GenCon, and knew there was an opening for a new game at the company in a few months. They’d been debating ideas for days before it came to them that no one had made a serious play for the espionage RPG audience in years; almost twenty, in fact. Thus began the long, harrowing odyssey of making that seemingly simple idea a reality. The savage gauntlet that is Spycraft game design was established early on. Constant



deadlines and heated debates highlighted the production from the first pitch to the final proof, but the end result was stronger for it. Lean, mean, and primed to take advantage of an enormous (and greatly appreciated) deluge of high profile spy entertainment, the original 2002 edition was a critical and sales success, one of the biggest selling RPGs Alderac ever released. It spawned over twenty supplements and seven books for the cult favorite setting, Shadowforce Archer.



Kevin Wilson left AEG before Spycraft’s release, but Patrick remained with the company for another four years, shepherding the game all the way through the last of its original run. His fellow Crafty Games founders joined the freelance team early on. Scott Gearin came on board during the final stages of the first edition’s development and Alex Flagg was hired to assist with the game’s initial supplements. Again, the unforgiving process brought the scrappiest, most talented designers to the fore, albeit with a few new scars for each published credit. Scott and Alex quickly proved that they had the teeth and claws necessary to fend for their material, and they stayed with the line until its end in 2005. Their work was so impressive that they were invited on as co-designers for the second edition, which is where the real bloodletting commenced. Spycraft 2.0 was a ground-up re-envisioning of the d20 first edition. The goal was to make one truly universal OGL system that could run anything, from adventures in the Wild West to modern espionage to far future space opera. The system had to be more comprehensive and more capable. It couldn’t afford the luxury of default genre trappings. It had to allow the players and the Game Control to tinker out of the box, adapting the rules to fit nearly any time period, adventure idea, and gaming style. It had to take the very best of the first edition and elevate the rest to match. It was no small task and in the end, the whole process took a scant eight months.
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Operative, or even a Gonzo Journalist! With benefits carefully matched to concept, characters always see a solid starting point, no matter what their choice. • Dramatic Conflicts: Spycraft’s critically acclaimed chase system is now streamlined for even faster-paced play and spreads the love to a variety of challenges that often bog down play. Brainwashing, seduction, manhunts, hacking, and even undercover infiltrations can optionally be run as strategic mini-games, allowing the GC to resolve them quickly when needed and letting one character make a difference without bogging the group down for an entire session. • Unlimited NPC Variety: A fast, flexible set of tables eliminates the guesswork when presenting a proper challenge and a suitable reward. With Spycraft’s unique ‘lens’ tools, any NPC can face off against any team of characters at any level with only a couple simple table references. • More Powerful Skills: By folding many typical uses into every skill, every character becomes more broadly competent, reinforcing the Spycraft credo: every man an army, every team to war.



Alex later described the process as ‘one piece of meat tossed into a cage with three hungry tigers.’ At any time, the meat in question might be the book, but just as often it was one of the three writers, the other two feasting as someone’s text blew up in his face. In the end, no one writer wins, but the game does, and so do the fans. That’s the beauty and the tragedy of Crafty game design. It started with the first edition, crystallized with the second, and now runs the machine Spycraft runs on. It’s the reason that even after five years the game remains synonymous with quality, game balance, and genuine RPG entertainment.



DEFENDING THE PRIDE



Spycraft 2.0 was all about raising the bar. Not only one of the largest RPG books ever released, it was also one of the most innovative, featuring a robust system with myriad exciting features. • Origins: Players create character backgrounds simply by choosing two Origin options: ‘one from column A and one from column B.’ The core Rulebook alone offers nearly 3,000 unique Origins combinations! In seconds a player can become an Adaptable Soldier of Fortune, a Privileged Celebrity, a Determined Clergyman, a Witty



Best of all, Spycraft 2.0 is a completely stand-alone game with everything you need in one volume, including its own XP chart and all the rules for acquiring feats and spending skill points. For all these reasons and many more, the Spycraft writers always felt a strong connection with the game, and when AEG chose to focus on Collectible Card Games, Pat, Alex, and Scott decided they couldn’t let the fourth member of their peculiar, functionally adversarial fight club go quietly into the night. They licensed the property and formed Crafty Games to produce new work using the engine. Welcome to the present. Hopefully you’ve enjoyed the journey so far, but it’s far from over.
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Spycraft’s creators now have total control over the game, allowing them to explore new territory the fans have been clamoring for and run it all through the same fierce paces that every previous product has seen to date. By all accounts, their hard work has paid off. With



a growing library of best-selling electronic resources, the line is expanding all the time. The modern rules see releases like Bag Full of Guns, which offer new weapons collections for those moments when the tricky talky parts of missions break down. Variant rules sets like Back to Basics adjust the flavor and flow of the game to a particular end, in this case adapting the ‘generic’ Modern SRD. Upcoming products include Practice Makes Perfect, a guide to combo-licious cinematic melee, and The Big Score, which offers variant gear systems for players who prefer their treasures in hordes and their rewards in hauls (because sometimes it’s good to just kill things and take their stuff). Years of questions about adapting the Spycraft engine for use with other d20 games has prompted a series of official ‘Fantasy Craft’ releases, each focusing on a common staple at RPG tables. Like all Crafty releases, these are plug-and-play, easily slotted into any Spycraft game with minimal effort. The Spellbound series, for example, adapts fantasy SRD magic, retaining its spirit while dividing its spells into eight new schools, each governing three facets of the universe: Calling (Healing, Summons, and Zeal), Channeling (Energy, Force, and Weather), Conjuration (Compass, Creation, and Transmutation), Enchantment (Charms, Transformation, and Wildlife), Mystery (Artifice, Divination, and Words of Power), Necromancy (Curses, Terror, and Unlife), Trickery (Illusion, Metamorphosis, and Secrets), and Warding (Glory, Refuge, and Seals). Spellbound can effortlessly cover all of the magic ever needed in a fantasy game, or they could power a modern day setting in which warlocks operate below (or above) public view. All the material is there to make any potential application a reality. Likewise, each entry in the Origin of the Species line offers a themed group of races that can be dropped into any Spycraft game, as PC or NPC options, regardless of



setting or genre. The first product, Light of Olympus, focuses on creatures of Greek myth: centaurs, gorgons, tritons, and more. Classic Fantasy Races will do the same for certain strains of well-known and much-loved dungeon-delvers, and find a home in a major new release to be announced soon. Here’s a preview. (You didn’t think we’d tease you all the way through this article without a preview, did you? Bad reader. No biscuit.) Elf (near-human): You’re an elf, one of the elder races still gracing the world. While similar to Man in stature, you have a slim, graceful form, fine features, and a generous lifespan within which to experience all the world’s wonders. Your species is perhaps not as widespread as Man, but nonetheless your kin reside in nearly every clime. Thus you have access to a wide number of exclusive “Level 1 Only” feats that identify your particular subset of elven blood. Without one of these feats, you’re automatically a ‘high elf.’ Type: Medium biped fey. You ignore all penalties from aging beyond the adult category, remaining vigorous until death. Further, each time you may choose 1 additional feat, you may instead gain 1 feat from the Terrain tree. Natural animals will not attack or flee from you unless they’re diseased, poisoned, trained to do so, or attacked by you or one of your teammates. Finally, you gain the standard bonus feat from your Specialty only if it is Archer, Fencer, Honor Guard, Lore Keeper, Tradesman, or Warden. • +4 Wisdom, –4 Constitution • Your base Speed is 40 ft. • Your wardrobe and Appearance modifiers are each determined as if your Lifestyle were 2 higher (maximum 10). • You gain the augmented (8× telescopic sight) NPC quality: You ignore range penalties from the second and fourth range increments while you’re aiming. Further,
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your vision increment is multiplied by 8 while you’re braced. Finally, you may not benefit from telescopic sights with a Power Rating of less than 8. • You gain the improved hearing NPC quality: Your base hearing range is equal to your Wisdom score × 10 ft. Further, unless deafened, you gain a +4 bonus with Notice/Awareness and Search/Perception checks made to determine surprise (see the 2.0 Rulebook, page 323). • You gain the light sleeper NPC quality: You’re neither blinded nor helpless while sleeping. • Favored Classes: If you possess a higher level in any base class than your highest level in either the Scout or Snoop classes, your starting action dice decrease by 2.



word in espionage, a gamer’s practical tradecraft primer that includes all the essentials for playing a proper spy. It’s all here – everything from dirty deals to secret strategies to running a proper covert op in a world of escalating technology (not to mention paranoia). New rules and character options are provided to empower any character to make good on his player’s threats, be they covert or... not. The Ninja and Saboteur expert classes turn any character into a master manipulator, while the Spin Doctor and Provocateur dominate in the social arena. For the direct approach, the Martial Artist base class is everything the ultimate one man army can hope for, while the Fixer shares the heartbeat of every city he visits.



FIRE IN THE EYES, GRISTLE IN THE TEETH



World on Fire also launches a new kind of setting made possible through the miracle of electronic publishing. Characters can swear allegiance to half a dozen Factions, each with its own secrets and surprises. Though these groups are introduced in the print release and enough information is provided there to work them into any game, they really shine in a series of PDFs unveiling their greatest private strengths and most closely guarded lies, not to mention a raft of exclusive mechanics for characters belonging to each. This format allows GCs and players to avoid information they’ll never use, and has the added benefit of placing all the most sensitive details about each Faction in one discreet place.



Spycraft’s triumphant return kicks off with the simultaneous release of two print products. First up is the Second Printing of the award-winning Spycraft 2.0 Rulebook, your only destination for modern RPG excitement. Incorporating revisions and errata to date and sporting an overhauled gear chapter to ensure the smoothest possible missions, this one’s a perfect addition to every gaming table. If that’s not enough, the fever-addled minds at the home office have also cooked up a shiny new setting that’s packed to the gills with all the gritty intrigue you can handle. The long awaited World on Fire thrusts your agents into a nightmare scenario where the ‘war on terror’ has become a cure worse than the disease. Everyone’s a suspect and assumed innocence is a fleeting memory. Worse, the international web of honor and lies has worn painfully thin and your agents have been branded criminals in a trial by public opinion, leaving them to finish the fight on the wrong side of the law. Everything that’s required to dive into this or any other cloak and dagger world is on offer, including the last



Spycraft 2.0: Second Printing and World on Fire are brought to you courtesy of Mongoose Publishing, through their Flaming Cobra imprint, and these products are just the beginning. Crafty Games has a raft of print and PDF releases on the way, taking your favorite modern



RPG in many new and thrilling directions. It’s not just about spies anymore, either. Upcoming products will take your characters into the hard-boiled, ultra-violent streets of Empire City in Ten Thousand Bullets. They’ll hurtle you beyond the Farthest Star in an explosive new sci-fi epic, introduce you to humanity’s next upgrade in the near future Shatterpunk, and plunge you into the darkest heart of horror in The Crucible. More than just settings, every Crafty Games print release is the ultimate tool kit for transforming your Spycraft games to run an entirely new genre. Each is supported with a wide range of PDF expansions, furthering the setting and the corresponding rules set, and you can expect more material for the ‘core’ and other variants on the game as well. It’s a good time to be a Spycraft fan, and a better time to become a Crafty fan. Feel like diving into the fray? Here’s the red pill. Enjoy your trip down the rabbit hole. Be careful, though. We hear there’s wolves down there...



Play Spycraft 2.0 and this could be you...
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Nothing left to lose 

G C. Nothing ventured nothing gained. G. D. C. G C. No more lingering doubt remained. G. D. Em. Nothing sacred or profane,. D. C. D. (G) everything to gain ...
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HOW TO PRACTICE IMPROVISATION HOW TO PRACTICE 

2) SCALES AND PATTERNS. 15. 3) PATTERN APPLICATION. 10. 4) IMPROVISATION EXERCISE. 5. 5) TRANSCRIBED SOLO. 15. 6) SPECIAL DISCIPLINES.
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Three to Get Ready 

Now let's talk about GPS antennas. For a reason that involves WW-II radar devel- opment, Popsicle sticks, British sharp- shooters, plumbing, and squirrels, most.
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Homemade contrivance - And how to make them 

safety to be the first requisite in their management, and the question as to what the cow would like as of minor importance. ..... tightly without the help of an assistant. Without .... been found more convenient in use than some of the old. Fig. 13.
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How to cure Arthritis and Arthrosis 

pharmacies, herbal stores and health food stores. Modern techniques now allow patients to absorb only the active ingredient of a plant, in the form of drops, ...
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How to Meet and Connect with Women 

wacky way that male-female relations work appearances are sometimes more important than reality. (More on that later.) How to be a Pickup Artist: A Practical ...
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How to Win Friends and Influence People 

Below the bust are carved these wise words from General. Obregon's ...... wrong - isn't it better to begin by saying: â€œWell, now, look, I thought otherwise, but.
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How to Win Friends and Influence People 

he made eighty times more friends in six weeks than he had been able to previously in twenty-five ...... out of the window and said to himself, â€œJust a minute. Maybe I ..... When Alfred Lunt, one of the great actors of his time, played the leading 
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Spin Accidents and How To Avoid Them 

"Special Study â€” General Aviation Stall/Spin Acci- dents, 1967-1969"; National Transportation Safety. Board Report No. NTSB-AAS-72-8. 4. "Safety in General ...
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How to cure Arthritis and Arthrosis 

It is not surprising, then, that pharmaceutical companies produce incredible amounts of so-called .... which contains organic salicylic acid, the active ingredient in aspirinÂª. ... cure, but uses it as a compliment to other natural forms of treatmen
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How To Cover And Paint Your Ultralight 

A quick word about using acetone instead of MEK. Mek is the solvent that ... If you shrink the fabric, and then find a big wrinkle that is laying over a tube, for instance, it is ... I like to use clothes pins to hold it in place while drying. Here a
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When to Suspect and How to Monitor Babesiosis -- American ... - AAFP 

May 15, 2001 - rapidly progressive and fatal. Although babesiosis can affect persons of all ages, most patients present in their 40s or 50s. After a recognized ...
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How to use Rtrdf 

Repeat the process for a few objects (at least 3). Check in the folder named â€œWork folderâ€� : you should find. - A folder named â€œimagesâ€� for recorded images with ...
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How To Install 

del cabezal deslice el conjunto de cortina y el carro dentro del cabezal. Poser le boÃ®tier et le montage du store sur une surface plane et propre, la partie avant.
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How To Install - Blinds 

Merci d'avoir achetÃ© ce superbe traitement de fenÃªtre que nous sommes fiers ... de service aprÃ¨s-vente en tÃ©lÃ©phonant au 1-800-221-6352 ou par courrier .... Attach headrail brackets to extension brackets using machine screws and nuts.
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How To Install - Blinds 

Installez un jeu pour la tringle porteuse et un jeu pour la tringle de tension. Install headrail (top) and close installation bracket covers. Instale el riel (superior) y ...
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4â€� Submersible Pumps Two and Three Wire, Single and Three 

Franklin Electric: Subtrol-Plus. General Electric ..... Mount motor control box (3-wire pump), fused disconnect switch .... Do not mount control box in direct sunlight.
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4â€� Submersible Pumps Two and Three Wire, Single and Three 

Installation must meet United States National. Electrical Code ... housing, or an equipment-grounding lead. The ... local health department for testing procedure.
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How to Install - Blinds 

3 Poignée(s). 4 Supports de retenue (en option). 5 Rallonges (en option). 6 Supports pour pose latérale (en option). Thank you for purchasing this fine window ...
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How To Install - Blinds 

Para subir o bajar la cortina, use ambas asideras en cada riel para subirla o bajarla. Pour les stores Ã  ouverture vers le haut/vers le bas en option, clipser deux ...
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How To Install 

la tela de madera al costado del riel que dice. â€œtelaâ€� (fabric), asegurando que riel estÃ© orienta- do con la traba de cordÃ³n en el extremo inferi- or del Ã¡ngulo.
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HOW TO INSTALL DOUBLE 

M Lay panels ï¬�at. Measure front lest pleat on one to last pleat on the other. Subtract 5" (12.7cm) for center overlap. Fiat fabric on ends forms drapery rettu'n.
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How to Bend Tubing 

project, he will have employed a surprising variety of skills. One of them ... Whatever the material or dimensions of a tube, un- controlled .... common that much thought has been put into finding so- lutions. ... with wood and pour in dry, well-sift
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How to Install 

1801â�„16" a 204". 9. 2041â�„16" a 228". 10. 2281â�„16" a 252". 11. 2521â�„16" a 276". 12. 2761â�„16" a 300". 13. 3001â�„16" a 324". 14. 3241â�„16" a 348". 15. 3481â�„16" a 366 ...
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